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	Recent developments in the Netherlands led to the compilation of a canon in history. This canon should embody all the knowledge of events of the past necessary for students to gain a good sense of their national history. The emphasis of history teaching, the government reasoned, should be shifted towards understanding the importance of events instead of knowing the exact dates. This canon may set a new trend in the manner we view history.
	A similar development took place in the 17th century. In order to explain this development, however, I will go further back in history first. From the time of the Jewish Kings in the Bible onwards there had been chronicles which registered events. These chronicles were often biased accounts of the reigns of kings and they were filled with legends and facts. This form of historiography was still used extensively throughout the middle ages and even in the renaissance. In the early years of the 17th century, however, the scholars developed a more critical approach to history. Most of the myths were discarded and empirical evidence, insofar this was available for historical events, was considered a prerequisite. The medieval and renaissance chronicles did not disappear immediately; they were used up to the end of the 17th century as sources by scholars.
	The change in attitude towards chronicles in the late renaissance triggered my interest in chronicles of the renaissance. Many differences considering lifestyle, ideals, art etcetera can be pointed out between medieval life and renaissance life. The approach to science in general and, for my research more importantly, historiography changed as well, as I have described above. These differences are often, however, based on the situations at the end of the middle ages and the end of the renaissance, but not on those found right after the transition. When you would look at matters at the end of the middle ages and the beginning of the renaissance, you would find that the differences in lifestyle were actually not so clear cut. It was not a matter of leaving the middle ages behind one day and directly moving into the renaissance; rather, there was a gradual transition. I was, then, wondering whether the renaissance chronicles were actually more like the medieval ones or more coherent with the ideas and approach to historiography at the beginning of the 17th century. Two historical narratives of the 16th century were the Anglica Historia by Polydore Vergil and the Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland by Raphael Holinshed. Both were used extensively by scholars, travellers and creative authors, the most famous being William Shakespeare. Shakespeare used Holinshed’s work as a basis for most of his plays and on more than one occasion copied dialogues literally from it. Traces of Vergil can also be found in Shakespeare’s work. Much like medieval chroniclers, discussed below, Vergil and Holinshed drew on the work of their predecessors. Much was copied; bias or events were adjusted where the author saw fit and new information, sometimes from other chronicles, was added. This paper will explore to what extent Vergil and Holinshed agreed or disagreed with their medieval sources. I have chosen two episodes which I will compare to the medieval variants: The episodes of Brutus and King Cnut.






There are different types of historical writings about the history of Britain. I will give a short survey of these. I will, furthermore, categorize a number of historical writings according to their specifications.
	Firstly, there are Latin Prose historical writings. This category dates back to the earliest chronicles we have found. Examples are Gildas’ De Excidio Britanniae (ca. 520-540), Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum (ca. 730) and Nennius’ Historia Brittonum (ca. 830). The tradition continued into the later Middle-Ages through William of Malmesbury’s Gesta regum anglorum (ca. 1120), Henry of Huntingdon’s Historia Anglorum (ca. 1135) and Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae (ca 1136).
	The second category is Vernacular Historiography. The tradition starts in ca. 891 when, by order of King Alfred the Great, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle was first compiled. The work was produced initially in Anglo-Saxon, although later manuscripts have a Latin translation accompanying it. This work was maintained by the kings that came after Alfred and it was updated up to ca. 1154. After the publication of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae, this category became more popular. Anglo-Norman metrical vernacular versions appeared, such as Wace’s Roman de Brut (ca. 1155) and, at the end of the thirteenth century, Pierre de Langtoft’s Chronicle. English metrical chronicles appeared as well: In the mid- or late thirteenth century Robert of Gloucester’s Chronicle appeared. Other works are for instance Thomas of Castleford’s Boke of Brute (ca. 1327) and Robert Mannyng’s Chronicle (ca. 1338), a translation of the abovementioned Anglo-Norman texts. All abovementioned works, with the exception of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, were translations or adaptations of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s work.
	The third category is more or less a sub-category of the vernacular metrical versions: the vernacular prose texts. These texts continued the tradition of historiography in vernacular writing, but simply because metrical works got out of fashion the authors switched to prose writing. The most famous example from the Middle-Ages are the Prose Brut works and Ranulph Higden’s Polychronicon as translated by John Trevisa, which was printed in 1482 by William Caxton.

1.2 Episodes
I will give a brief summary of the three episodes I shall be exploring in Holinshed and Vergil: Brutus and King Cnut. I will, in addition, add some background information about these episodes, concerning the development of the episode throughout the centuries and their position in modern history.

1.2.1 Brutus
The general legend is as follows: Brutus, son of the Trojan Aeneas, fled to an island off the coast of Albion after the Trojan War. He made this island his new home and called it “Britain”, after himself. This episode has undergone considerable change over the centuries. Neither Gildas nor Bede, however, mention Brutus of Troy; the legend of Brutus appears for the first time in Nennius’ Historia Britonum. It tells us that there are two versions of how Britain became populated. Henry Marsh summarizes the first version as follows in his book “Dark Age Britain”:
According to the first, the island was peopled by the descendants of Silvius Posthumus, a son of Aeneas and Lavinia, born after his father’s death. The island was later subdued by Brutus, Consul of Rome. The inhabitants took the name of Britons after their conqueror (Marsh, 70).
The second story is that Aeneas had two sons, Silvius and Ascanius. Ascanius’ wife, Lavinia,  got pregnant with Brutus. Ascanius summoned an oracle or soothsayer, who prophesised that the child Lavinia was bearing would cause the death of both parents. Lavinia died giving birth to Brutus and Brutus accidentally killed his father with an arrow, for which he was banished. He sailed away from home and reached an island, which Brutus’ descendants called ‘Britannia’.





King Cnut was the son of Sweyn of Denmark and England had become Sweyn’s property by conquest. When Sweyn died King Cnut succeeded Sweyn as the king of England, but the heir of the original king King Aethelred, King Edmund Ironside, was also crowned king. Initially the two waged war on each other, but the conflict was solved peacefully in the end. When King Edmund died, King Cnut was crowned king of the whole of Britain. King Cnut became a Christian and started to rebuild churches. The main reason for his popularity throughout history is his conversion to Christianity. 








With the Wars of the Roses ended and Henry VII claiming the crown in 1485, the era of war was at an end.​[1]​ Politics and religion were going to change gradually, yet greatly over the years. Although England was still under the jurisdiction of the king, his power had, in terms of distance, expanded to all the British isles surrounding England. Henry VII had decided that all laws made in England would automatically apply to Ireland. Scotland was secured in 1513, when the entire elite was executed for trying to break the original peace-treaty with the Tudors. In 1543, the union with Wales was completed under Henry VIII. 
The manner in which the country was run, moreover, had changed in comparison to the Middle Ages. The Oxford Illustrated History of Britain says that “the king’s administration was a cooperative affair” (Morgan, 208). The country consisted of counties, each with its own sheriff, justice departments and nobility. The nobility gave its aid to the local sheriff, whilst ascertaining that everything was done in the best interest of the king. There was, furthermore, far more consideration concerning communication to the king’s subjects than in the Middle Ages; the government knew that it was the subjects who paid taxes and served in public services such as the army. Consequently, the information that was passed on to the subjects was reviewed carefully and the distribution of information took the form of propaganda, which was swiftly incorporated into the historical writings. The result was that these historians became propagandists as well. 
The propaganda was of course selective and not always completely true, but the Tudors did improve the economy and morale of the people as opposed to the late 15th century. England had, in comparison to other European countries, been underdeveloped and under-populated. The recovery from the black plague had been slower than in other countries as well. The system of government and rule that Henry VII had set in motion led to an increase in population; over the 16th century, the population almost doubled. This increase in population did have a drawback: in an agricultural society such as 15 and 16th century England, the farmers could not provide for enough food for everyone. The living standard for ordinary people was very low, but amazingly the population did not shrink; it grew.

2.2 Religion
During the reign of Henry VIII, who succeeded his father in 1509, religion was dramatically altered. When Henry VIII was crowned, the religion officially practised in England was Roman Catholicism. As such, many churches had prebendary posts and the monasteries were flourishing. There was, furthermore, the collectorship of Peter’s Pence, an institute that collected money for the Vatican, which Polydore Vergil acquired under Henry VII. After having imprisoned Vergil to put pressure on the Vatican, Wolsey was granted the title ‘Cardinal’. Wolsey became Henry VIII’s prime minister and it is by him that Henry VIII was still somewhat restrained.
	Henry was more an egotist than a benevolent and interested leader. Henry VIII was of the opinion that writing was a tedious business and he preferred to spend his time hunting, dancing and making music. He only did things if and when he wanted to, although, as I have said before, Cardinal Wolsey managed to restrain and guide Henry somewhat. Henry did have some moments of seriousness, in which he studied theology and astronomy. 
	His love life was no less turbulent and no less impulsive than the rest of his activities. Henry VIII had married Catherine of Aragon, the widow of his elder brother Arthur. Catherine, however, had not been able to give Henry a male heir to the throne and as such, Henry wanted a divorce. He could only divorce from Catherine with the approval of the Pope, as the marriage was founded on the Pope’s dispensation in the first place. The Pope, however, did not approve and as a result, Henry wanted to prove that the dispensation of Pope Julius II was invalid. This meant, consequently, that, in this view, the Pope simply did not have the power to devise such things. Henry, in addition, saw the newly developed popular religious idealism, which contributed precisely to his idea. Soon, Henry had convinced himself that papal power itself was a sham. This resulted in the end of Roman rule in the religious aspects of life in England. Instead, the Church of England, or Anglican Church, was founded, with at its head the King or Queen. Henry was now able to separate from Catherine and marry Anne Boleyn, with whom he had already fallen in love. When he died, Henry VIII had had a total of six wives.






3: Polydore Vergil - Introduction
3.1 Vergil’s Life
Polydore Vergil was born in or around 1470 in Urbino.​[2]​ It appears that he attended the universities of both Padua and Bologna. Just before the turn of the century Vergil published Prouerbiorum Libellus or Adagia and the Innuentoribus Rerum, both of which became extremely popular immediately. Not long after he came under Adriano Castelli of Corneto’s protection.​[3]​ Castelli had returned from England only a few years earlier, where he had been in Henry VII’ s favour. He had also acquired the collectorship of Peter’s Pence.​[4]​ In 1502 Castelli returned to England and Vergil joined him as his deputy in the collectorship. From this point onwards, most of Vergil’s life was spent in England.
	Castelli was one of the most trusted agents of the English crown in Rome and Vergil was also granted this trust. He was presented to the living of Church Langston in 1503; from 1507 onwards Vergil acquired several prebends. In his first years in England, Vergil was mainly Castelli’s agent at court and in London. In addition to the business of collectorship, Vergil had a personal interest in his activities and duties as archdeacon. Vergil’s connections with the continent were variously employed: in 1510, for instance, he was of much importance in securing the papal bull for Cambridge’s foundation of St. John’s College. He went to Italy in 1514, where his main task was the promoting of Wolsey, who aspired to become a cardinal.​[5]​ During this visit, Vergil endowed a chapel in Urbino’s Cathedral and deposited a draft of his history of England. In February 1515 Vergil returned to England. On Wolsey’s order, he was imprisoned in the Tower at the end of April the same year. The main reason was that it enabled Wolsey to put pressure on the Roman friends of Vergil so that they could influence the promotion of Wolsey to the cardinalate. Wolsey and the king received many letters from the Romans when they heard of Vergil’s arrest, urging them to set Vergil free. Wolsey’s scheme had worked; he was promoted to the cardinalate and Vergil was set free the next Christmas. He visited Italy again in 1516 and 1517 to recuperate from his imprisonment. There is no indication that Vergil took part in any political activities during the remainder of his life; the fact that he survived the upheavals in English affairs between 1527 and 1553 is some indication for this.
Vergil instead concentrated on his literary work, which I will discuss in more detail below. Besides this, he also took part in cultural activities of London. He was a member at a club for learned men, the Doctor’s Commons. He was friends with many scholars and he was acquainted with bishops and archbishops in England. He also had friends on the continent, including Erasmus. He also devoted much of his time to his clerical duties. His position as archdeacon demanded that he spend much of his time in London where he had a house in the churchyard of St. Pauls. The reformation did not affect Vergil as much as would be expected of a clergyman. He only went through the formalities; he signed the denial of papal supremacy and subscribed to both the articles of 1536 and to the declaration for communion. He resigned as archdeacon to Henry VIII in 1546, but he received the archdeaconship back for life as a royal grant when Edward VI became king. Vergil left England for Italy somewhere around August 1553, never to return. He died in Urbino in April 1555 and was buried in the chapel he had given to the cathedral.

3.2 Vergil’s Works
Vergil published his first work in 1496. It was an edition of Perotti’s commentary on Martial, the Cornucopiae. Two years later Vergil published his Prouerbium Libellus, or Adagia, and in 1499 the Inuentoribus Rerum appeared. After he had withdrawn from politics Vergil worked on his literary works and produced an expanded version of the Inuentoribus Rerum in 1521. At the same time a revision and expansion of the Prouerbium Libellus was produced. He completed an entirely new project in 1525: Vergil’s edition of Gildas was published. In 1526 the Adagia was revised. At Erasmus’ request, Vergil worked on a translation of De Perfecto Monacho by Chrysostom, which Vergil published in 1530, followed by the Dialogi de Prodigiis. In 1534, then, the first edition of the Anglica Historia was printed in Basle. In 1545, Vergil published a collection of dialogues: De Patienta, de Vita Perfecta, de Veritate et Mendacio. In 1546 a second version of the Anglica Historia appeared and a third edition was published in 1555, expanded with the account of events from 1509-1537.
	All above mentioned works contain historical matter, but only three are historical in nature. They are the De Inuentoribus Rerum, Vergil’s edition of Gildas and the Anglica Historia.

3.2.1 De Inuentoribus Rerum
The De Inuentoribus Rerum was written in only three months in 1499. It described in three books the ‘first begetters’ of all human activities. In book I, the origin of the gods and the word ‘god’ was investigated. Furthermore, it discussed matters such as the creation, marriage and religion. The second book covered, amongst other topics, law and military science, but also money and precious metals. The third book went on about business for farmers, architects and commercial activities. Since the book was immensely popular, Vergil added five more books devoted to the ’initia institorum rei Christianae’. Vergil thought that this addition would probably be a popular one, but it served another, perhaps more important purpose: it was a concession towards the Christian community which had labelled the De Inuentoribus Rerum a work of heretics and depravity. The most interesting thing about Vergil’s work is not the criticism of indulgences or the scholasticism; it is the immense industry that went into the compilation and Vergil’s way of anticipating modern developments, such as the scientific approach to religion; this shows that Vergil was ahead of other writers in his time. Vergil himself regarded the Inuentoribus Rerum and the Adagia as his masterpieces. It is these two works, rather than the Anglica Historia, that made Vergil a celebrity in both England and the continent. His later fame is also based on these two works.

3.2.2 Gildas …de calamitate, excidio et conquestu Britanniae
The Gildas …de calamitate, excidio et conquestu Britanniae is the first critical edition of an English historical text. By publishing this edition, Vergil reflected a growing interest in post-classical texts of German and Italian scholars. This interest sprung mainly from self-conscious nationalism. It is curious at least, then, that a foreigner chose a text about Britain. Vergil did, however, have a motive; this project provided a background for him to base his anti-Arthurian position on. The text was edited by Cuthbert Tunstall and Robert Ridley, who altered the text to make the sense plainer and emendated some anti-clerical passages, leaving the text somewhat disfigured. The text was finally published in 1525.

3.2.3 Anglica Historia
The Anglica Historia was written in 1512-13. Eventually, four distinct versions in total were published:
1.	Manuscript written in 1512-13: covering events up to 1513 (MS)
2.	1st edition, Basle, 1534, fol.: covering events up to 1509 (A)
3.	2nd edition, Basle, 1546, fol.: covering events up to 1509 (B)
4.	3rd edition, Basle, 1555, fol.: covering events up to 1537 (C)
The manuscript is now in the Vatican Library. The two volumes it is contained in were presented to the ducal library at Urbino in 1613 by Vergil’s grand-nephew. Although he stated in the preface that it was of the hand of Polydore Vergil, there has been some debate about the authorship of the work. In the past the Anglica Historia has sometimes been attributed to Federico Veterani. This misunderstanding was brought into the world by the terms of a colophon in the second manuscript volume, which was in a completely different handwriting. It states: ‘I, Federico Veterani, wrote the whole work’. The hand in which the rest of the MS is written, however, is obviously that of Vergil; the flowing cursive Italic hand is identical to that of Vergil’s other works. A possible explanation for Veterani’s note is that Vergil left it in Veterani’s care, who inscribed the colophon to associate it with Veterani’s other treasures. This way, it would not be lost or damaged during the Papal invasion in Urbino in 1516. Small, isolated notes in Veterani’s hand are also found throughout the manuscript, but these are nearly all directions to a binder or printer. It is therefore probable that Vergil asked Veterani to prepare the work for a printer or to make a fair copy. The latter is the more probable possibility: Vergil would probably have wanted to present a fine manuscript to Henry VIII instead of a printed book and since Veterani was the most famous copyist of the time it would make sense that Vergil asked him to do it. Whether or not this actually happened cannot be said with certainty, because such a copy by Veterani was never found. The MS of the Anglica Historia is divided into a number of books. Book I-VI describe the early history up to the Norman conquest. Book VII accounts for William I and William II. The following books describe one reign per book, ending with the beginning of Henry VIII’s reign in book XXV up to 1513. 
In 1534 the first printed version of the work appeared, a folio with decorations from John Bebel’s press in Basle. While this edition was similar to the MS, the changes were too rigorous to be described as rewriting; rather Vergil made a fresh start with the MS as a guideline. The writing of the main draft of this rewritten version most likely took place taken place between 1521 and 1524; a phrase such as ‘to this day, which is 1524’ is an indication. Another is that he refers to having been archdeacon of Wells for fourteen years, suggesting 1521, since he was collated in 1507. The contents and style of the work was adjusted and, moreover, book VII in the manuscript was split into two parts: VII and a new VIII. The following books were numbered anew. The new book VIII was devoted entirely to Harold; similarly, the first two Norman kings were given their own book: IX. The first print now had two more books and ended with Henry VII in book XXVI in up to 1509.
A new edition appeared in 1545. This version also ended in 1509, but it was considerably revised. These revisions were party the improvement of statements that had become politically undesirable, partly the notices of English institutions for English readers, but mostly to improve the Latin for European readers.







Chapter 4: Raphael Holinshed - Introduction
4.1 Holinshed’s Life
Not much is known about Raphael Holinshed’s life.​[6]​ There is no source which states his date of birth, for instance. He gained fame only by the Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland and all the information we have about him is related to this work. Although Vernon Snow remarks that Holinshed was an experienced Cambridge-educated translator, other works by Holinshed are available. Reginald Wolfe had employed him to be the editor of a set of Chronicles Wolfe was planning to produce.​[7]​ A few months after this work had been licensed, Holinshed retired to the countryside near Warwick. Raphael Holinshed died in 1580 and his will was proven on 24 April 1582. Nothing is known about Holinshed’s civil duties, other scholarly achievements or work for the Church. 

4.2 Holinshed's Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland
4.2.1 Creating the Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland
During the early years of Edward VI’s reign, Reginald Wolfe thought of creating a universal geography and history. Wolfe wanted the work to incorporate information from all the sources collected from the monasteries during the Henrician dissolution. He wanted the work to be printed in English and he wanted maps and illustrations in the book as well. Wolfe bought many documents and acquired many of John Leland’s manuscripts.​[8]​ With these he constructed chronologies and drew maps that were up to date. When Wolfe realised he could not complete this project on his own, he employed Raphael Holinshed.
Wolfe died in 1573, far before the project was completed. Three London stationers, took over the project. The scale of the project was downsized from a universal work to a work about the British isles. They retained the services of Raphael Holinshed, but they gave some of the work to William Harrison and Richard Stanyhurst.​[9]​ ​[10]​ Holinshed now worked solely on the narrative histories and acted as general editor. This division of labour accelerated the project considerably, and consequently nearly all the manuscripts were ready for publication within four years. Both volumes of the work were printed in 1577. Except for some pages on Ireland, the printed version was approved by the censors. The Chronicles were adjusted and the work was licensed in July 1578. It was distributed to several London booksellers and, at that time still named Ralph Hollingshed’s Chronicles, was received well.

4.2.2 Composition of the work
The work is a compilation of several writings by either Holinshed, Harrison or Stanyhurst. The first volume began with Harrison’s description of England, followed by Holinshed’s history of England before the Norman Conquest. Harrison’s description came next, followed by Stanyhurst’s description of Ireland. Holinshed provided the following piece about the history of Ireland up to 1509 and Stanyhurst  wrote the continuation of the history of Ireland from 1509 to 1547. The second volume encompassing the history of England from 1066 up to the reign of Elizabeth was written by Holinshed. Although the work had deviated considerably from Wolfe’s original plan, it was still the most elaborate British history thus far.
	The contributors were industrious compilers. They gathered their primary sources, which they linked together into consistent and chronological narratives. They quoted from documents, copied printed histories and paraphrased others. They rarely excluded anything, as they thought that the more source authorities they had, the better it was. This was not seen as plagiarism, it was seen as good methodology and, moreover, the work was well documented as well. Prefatory bibliographies were included and there were marginal notations indicating the source documents. Harrison, for instance, relied heavily on Leland for much of his descriptive detail, whereas Holinshed used John Bale and Geoffrey of Monmouth for the chronology of the narrative.​[11]​ The compilers did not, however, pass critical judgement on the evidence. Instead, they enabled the readers to be critical themselves by allowing conflicting views and dubious interpretations. They selected and wrote from a Protestant point of view, similar to that of John Foxe.​[12]​

4.2.3 The Second Edition
Shortly after Holinshed’s death, George Bishop and John Harrison formed a new syndicate in order to publish a second edition of the Chronicles. John Hooker was selected as general editor and Abraham Fleming, John Stow and Francis Thynne (or Boteville) would also participate in the project.​[13]​ ​[14]​ ​[15]​ ​[16]​ The second edition had the scope and nature of the first, but it was considerably different. The histories were brought up to date, that is to say 1586. New authorities were consulted, among them recently published tracts by Hooker and some unpublished antiquarian essays of Thynne. Hooker’s inclusions were approved by the censors, but Thynne’s accounts of the Archbishops of Canterbury, Wardens of the Cinque Ports and the Cobham title were excised.
	The second edition was finally licensed in 1587. It was printed in three folio volumes with title pages and several dedications, but without illustrations. The text was altered here and there, the new authorities were cited in the margins and some mistakes that had crept into the first volume were corrected. This made the work more comprehensive, but because of injudicious accretions, this had turned into an unbalanced agglomeration. The Chronicle was also restructured by Hooker and his companions, who did retain the basic framework, but shifted some chapters of the first book to the second and vice versa. Some short chapters were enlarged, several new ones were added, some chapters were omitted and several lengthy chapters were split into two. The accretions, however, exceeded the deletions by far, resulting in a more comprehensive work. In total, the number of chapters in the first volume was increased from 17 to 24. The history of England up to the Norman Conquest remained almost intact. The new editor of this section retained Holinshed’s chronology, but he divided the bulk into eight chapters. He added a preface to each chapter, summarizing the contents. This too increased the work’s comprehensiveness.
	This second edition was a huge success, despite its flaws and shortcomings. It was superior to its predecessor in several respects. The pagination was now consistent instead of a mixture of medieval and modern foliation and the elaborate indexes. Hooker and Fleming had increased the utility of the work considerably. Even the paper it was printed on was of higher quality, at least it withstood the hardships such as fire, water and bookworms far better than the first edition. The second edition also proved to be a veritable source of income for the Britain, because it was more than just a compilation of sources. The second edition served as an almanac, a travel guide and an encyclopaedia for Englishmen, but it also had great value for foreign travellers and merchants, who used it as a description and guide of the English culture, both present and past. For poets and playwrights it became as important as the Bible in terms of information for their works. For them it was a book full of legends, allusions and dramatic plots.
	
4.2.4 Shakespeare’s Holinshed
The most famous playwright and poet to have used Holinshed’s Chronicles is Shakespeare. That he used the second edition rather than the first has been well demonstrated and documented by Boswell-Stone in the late nineteenth century by comparing Shakespeare’s text to the Chronicles. Certain keywords and –phrases used in several plays only appear in the second edition. Bosswell-Stone’s research, which was confirmed by other scholars, spawned a great variety of new editions of Holinshed: Shakespeare’s Holinshed.
	By the time of Shakespeare’s death in 1616 Holinshed’s Chronicles had been superseded by other historical writings. Chronicles that were better structured and more up-to-date had been published. These chronicles show a more critical methodology of historical writing which had emerged. This resulted in the rejection of most of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s fantastic stories that were still in Holinshed. The Chronicles were seen as outdated and simply inaccurate. The interest in the work, however, did not diminish. Many seventeenth century authors continued to use Holinshed as a source and, more importantly, in 1723 a folio volume containing the excised passages of the second edition was published. What saved Holinshed ultimately, however, was the revival of interest in Shakespeare at the end of the eighteenth century. The critical approach of the scholars at the time required Shakespeare’s sources to be available. Sir Henry Ellis decided to bring out a new edition of Holinshed’s Chronicles. He restored the contents of the chronicle to that of the second edition and the additions made between 1723 and 1728 were added separate from the original second edition. The scholars now had the exact edition that Shakespeare used. 

5: Comparing the Episodes




Vergil’s attitude towards his sources is that “it was never yet sufficientlie knowne or determined” (Vergil, 26) who were the first inhabitants of Britain. Instead of verifying or falsifying the sources he had, he lays them all “before the ieys of the reader, to the intent that all things maie stande to the arbitrement of other menn” (Vergil, 26). He adds that this is how it should be with matters that are not certain. The first historiographers he mentions are Romans: C. Julius Caesar and Cornelius Tacitus. Next he discusses Bede’s history and then he tells the reader about Gildas’ work. Following these two works is one that “is falselie entituled the Commentarie of Gildas” (Vergil, 28), better known to us as the Historia Brittonum by Nennius.​[17]​ It is here that Vergil first mentions Brutus. The second author he names as a source for the story of Brutus, and from which he actually tells the story, is “Geffray, surnamed Arthure” (Vergil, 29), whom we know as Geoffrey of Monmouth. Vergil also notes that these sources are all relatively old and presents the reader with two modern historiographers as well: Archdeacon Henry of Huntingdon and Ranulph Higden, who “hathe named his historie Polichronicon” (Vergil, 31).






5.1.2 Geoffrey of Monmouth










Geoffrey does not give the genealogy as I have presented it above; it becomes apparent through the storyline. After the Trojan War, Aeneas fled with Ascanius, his son, to Italy. While King Latinus was very hospitable, Turnus, king of the Rituli, became jealous. Aeneas emerged as the victor of the battle that followed and he seized the throne of Italy. He married Lavinia, the daughter of Latinus. Ascanius succeeded Aeneas as king of Italy. He had a son named Silvius, who became involved in a secret love affair with a niece of Lavinia. He married this niece and impregnated her. Before the child was born, some important events took place: as soon as Ascanius found out about Silvius and Lavinia’s cousin, he had his soothsayers discover the sex of the child. The soothsayers said that the child Silvius’ wife was carrying was a boy and that this child would cause the demise of his parents. They added that the boy, after wandering in exile, would “rise to the highest honour” (Monmouth, 54). This prophesy forms the basis of both Brutus’ banishment and his success later in Geoffrey’s story. The prophesy was fulfilled: the mother had a son, who was named Brutus. She died in childbirth. At fifteen, Brutus “killed his father by an unlucky shot with an arrow” (Monmouth, 55), for which he was banished from Italy.
Brutus went to Greece and found the descendants of Helenus, son of Priam there.​[21]​ Brutus stayed with these fellow Trojans and among them Brutus “gained such fame for his military skill and prowess” (Monmouth, 55) that he was chosen as the new leader of the group. At this time, the Trojans were suppressed by Pandrasus, king of the Greeks. With Brutus leading the Trojans, they believed they could free themselves from Greek suppression. Geoffrey describes in great detail how Brutus and the Trojans freed themselves from the Greeks. Geoffrey provides the reader with the exact tactics of the two parties, the number of Brutus’ men and speeches from the leaders of both sides. The events are summarized as follows: Brutus and Assaracus, who was half Trojan, joined forces. The Trojans fortified Assaracus’ castles and occupied the woods, after which Brutus sent a letter to Pandrasus, asking him for freedom within or outside Greece. Pandrasus was offended by this suggestion and decided to pursue the Trojans. Pandrasus, however, looked in the wrong places. Brutus surprised Pandrasus when he attacked. Antigonus, Pandrasus’ brother, and Anacletus, Antigonus’ comrade, were captured. Brutus left the castle and went to his other forces. The Greeks, consequently, besieged the Trojans in their castle. When Brutus could not come to the aid of his kinsmen who were besieged, he devised a plan. Using the hostage Anacletus, he would trick the Greek guards at the camp to come out. The guards were slaughtered; the Trojans went into the camp and killed everyone save the king, from whom they demanded freedom. Pandrasus said that he considered “that there is nothing better or more enjoyable than life itself” (Monmouth, 63) and that he would let the Trojans go in exchange for his life. Brutus, on the advice of one of his men, married Pandrasus’ daughter Ignoge, so as to ensure peace between the Trojans and the Greeks in the future.
Pandrasus was, after providing the Trojans with food, ships and gold, set free and the Trojans left Greece. After sailing “two days and one night” (Monmouth, 64) they stumbled upon an island called Leogetia. Here the Trojans found a deserted temple of Diana.​[22]​ Brutus prayed to Diana to help him find a safe place for him and his people. In a vision, Diana told Brutus to look “beyond the setting of the sun, past the realms of Gaul” where he would find an island which was “once inhabited by giants”, but now it was “empty and ready for your folk” (Monmouth 65).
Geoffrey, by his standards, rushes through Brutus’ journey to Aquitaine; that is to say, he does not spend any words on what happens during this journey. He only notes the places that Brutus passed, whereas he usually writes approximately a page at least about each city, town or country that Brutus visits. He says that they were in Africa for a short while, came past the Altars of the Philistines, the Salt-pan Lake and between Russicada and the mountains of Zarec. They landed in Maretania and plundered it for food and drink. They sailed on past the Pillars of Hercules. The Sirens then almost destroyed them, but they escaped and came across more Trojans, led by Corineus. He and his men joined Brutus’ army and they landed in Aquitane. Although Geoffrey’s language is somewhat more elaborate than this summary, he does not give much more information than this.
Once in Aquitane, the Trojans started to explore the land. Goffar the Pict, the ruling king of Aquitane, sent messengers to ask for the intentions of the visitors. When the messengers encountered Corineus and his men whilst hunting, they asked by whose permission the Trojans were hunting. Corineus answered that permission was not necessary. A small fight arose and one of the messengers was killed. When Goffar heard this, he decided to take revenge. Brutus’ and Goffar’s men fought a fierce battle, of which Geoffrey provides the reader with all the twists and turns, tactics and heroic speeches. Corineus’ courage and strength, however, are what is stressed most in this battle. According to Geoffrey, he fought off an entire battalion of soldiers on his own, which he had dared to fight him himself. Finally, the Trojans were victorious. Goffar escaped and turned to his fellow kings for help.
Meanwhile, Brutus divided the spoils among his men and burned the cities in Aquitane. Geoffrey mentions how the city of Tours was founded by Brutus. When Goffar heard where Brutus was hiding, he marshalled an army and marched on Brutus’ camp. Again, Geoffrey provides the speech by Goffar. When Goffar’s army attacks the Trojans, Geoffrey comments that “the reaction of Brutus was far from that of a weakling” (Monmouth, 70). The Gauls and Trojans did battle and finally the Trojans were driven back into their camp. Corineus then came up with a plan. He would hide in the woods and attack when the Gauls were facing Brutus’ men in battle. It is in this battle that Brutus’ nephew, Turnus, was killed. The city of Tours was, according to Geoffrey, named after him. The Trojans were victorious, but Brutus decided to leave, as the Gallic army increased its numbers every day.
Brutus sailed across the sea and landed in Totnes on the island which was then still called Albion. Geoffrey says that, except for a small population of giants, the island was uninhabited. He adds that it was “most attractive, because of the delightful situation of its various regions, its forests and the great number of rivers” (Monmouth, 72). The Trojans explored the island and drove the giants into caves, after which they divided the land among themselves. The Trojans then “began to cultivate the fields and to build houses” (Monmouth, 72).  Brutus renamed the island ‘Britain’, the Trojans ‘Britons’ and the language ‘British’, all after his own name. Corineus did the same; he named his land ‘Cornwall’ and his people ‘Cornishmen’. Geoffrey adds that the name may derive from either ‘Corineus’ or ‘cornu’.​[23]​
Geoffrey then spends some words on the giants. He says that Corineus makes a sport of fighting them. One particular giant, of whom Geoffrey describes the strength in detail, Gogmagog, is more powerful than the others. He gathered an army of twenty giants and launched an assault on the Britons. The Britons defended themselves successfully and all the giants except Gogmagog were slain. Brutus left him alive to have him wrestle Corineus. This wrestling match is described vividly by Geoffrey; he even gives the reader details such as the number of ribs that are broken. Finally, Corineus managed to lift Gogmagog and throw him into the sea. Gogmagog was “dashed into a thousand fragments and stained the waters with his blood” (Monmouth, 73). That place, according to Geoffrey, got its name from this fight: Gogmagog’s Leap.
After the country had been divided, Brutus built a capital: Troia Nova, later corrupted to Trinovantum. He chose a spot on the bank of the Thames. That city was, according to Geoffrey, renamed Lud’s City or Kaerlud, after King Lud. The modern name ‘London’ is derived from this. After this city had been built, Brutus made rules and laws by which his people should live. Geoffrey places these events parallel to the reign of Eli in Judea, that of Hector’s sons in Troy and Aeneas Silvius, Brutus’ uncle, in Italy.
The most important aspect of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s account is not the narrative or his style, but his presentation. He presents his narrative as real history and he does this in his introduction by referring to the “very ancient book in the British language” (Monmouth, 51) which was given to him by Walter, Archdeacon of Oxford, who Geoffrey regards as “well-informed about the history of foreign countries” (Monmouth, 51). This is a double justification; he had a book in the original language of the Britons and it was given to him by a man who, knowing a great deal about history, was supposedly able to judge this book on its authenticity.

5.1.3 Polydore Vergil
Polydore Vergil begins his account with, as I have mentioned before, a discussion about the first inhabitants of Britain. He says that, according to Caesar, the island had native inhabitants and that Tacitus agrees. Bede, Vergil says, thought “farre otherwise of the originall of this nation” (Vergil, 27). According to Bede, Vergil comments, the Britons came from Armorica and they named the island after Brittany in France. Vergil notes that Gildas had some more information about them: the first inhabitants of Britain “doothe somtimes stubbernelie rise againe Godd” (Vergil, 27), so they must at least have known God. After this, Vergil turns to Nennius, of whom Vergil says that he is a new writer who wrote “an errouneus fable” about Brutus. He then leaves Nennius for what it is and moves on to Geoffrey of Monmouth, about whom he has this to say:

But on the other side there hathe appeared a writer in owre time which, to purge these defaultes of Brittains, feininge of them thinges to be laughed at, hathe extolled them aboove the nobleness of Romains and Macedonians, enhauncinge them with moste impudent lyeing. This man is called Geffray, surnamed Arthure […] (Vergil, 29)

Vergil rejects Geoffrey of Monmouth even more than he does Nennius, whom he simply discards. Vergil was aware of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s status in England, which he makes clear by saying that some things “albeit thei sownded more like fables then the sincere witnesses of noble acts, yet were thei received for trewthe” (Vergil, 31). Simply because he could not discard Geoffrey of Monmouth as easily as he had Nennius because of the status of Geoffrey’s work, he wrote about Brutus, although, as I have stated before, Vergil did not consider his work history. He says that he writes “ nothing but that which hathe ben written before, wherefore there is noe man which justlie can be angrie with me […]” (Vergil, 29) to prevent any protests. Now that Vergil had clearly stated his opinion and covered himself, he could tell the story of Brutus as it appears in Geoffrey of Monmouth.











Vergil spends no more and no less space on the story of Brutus than the following fragments. I would give a summary, were it not that I cannot do it in fewer words:

It is mencioned in that booke (whoe soe ever it is) that Brutus the sonne of Silvius, whoe (as it is wel knowne) was begotten of Askanius the sonne of Aeneas, after his passage throughe Greece, and conquest of Aquitaine, arrived at Brittaine, according to the admonition of the godesse Diana ; where at his first entrie, vanquishing those gyaunts which at that time psoosessed the Ilond and ranne to repelle the force of foriners, dis himself occupie the contrie, callinge it according to his own name Brittaine ; and soe to conclude that Brutus was the author of the Brittishe nation, whoe, begetting sonnes, inhaunced them and enlarged his dominion wonderuslie. (Vergil, 30)

Although Vergil had promised the reader to only summarize the diverse accounts concerning the first inhabitants of Britain, he continues with an elaborate discussion about the truth or acceptability of Geoffrey’s account. He says that “nether Livie, nether Dionisius Halicarnaseus […] nor divers other writers, did ever once make rehersall of this Brutus […]” (Vergil, 30) and he adds that the British sources cannot affirm Brutus’ existence, because “longe agoe thei loste all the bookes of their monuments” (Vergil, 30). He glorifies Gildas for not discussing British history before the Roman conquest due to a lack of written sources of that time. Vergil then continues with his own opinion about the first inhabitants of Britain. “[T]he Ilond, on brighte dayse, maye easlie be seene from the Frenche shore” (Vergil, 31) and he reasons that logically it must have been inhabited at some point. Vergil refers to both Bede and Plinie, saying that the Europeans mingled with the natives. Vergil regards this as the true beginning of British civilization, but adds that this “dothe not diminishe or abase the renowne of the Britishe nation, but dothe greatlie augment, establishe, and adorne the same” (Vergil, 32). He carries on this argument and repeats that the origins of the British nation is simply obscure, after which he finishes the tale of Brutus:

	Wherfore that same Brutus or Brito, for soe he shoulde have been termed (if bie enie meanes Brittaine should soe have ben called bie his name,) is reported to have had the first possession an emperie of this Ilond, and to bee the first author of the Brittishe nation, and not longe after to have benne seene on the earthe. After whome his three sonnes, Locrinus, Camber and Albanactus divided the kingdom betweene them ; […] (Vergil, 34).
5.1.4 Raphael Holinshed











Although Holinshed only mentions this discrepancy and discards its importance, it is interesting. Holinshed seems to be confused himself: Geoffrey does fail to mention Creusa and he mentions neither Posthumus nor Julius, but he does not confuse Ascanius with Posthumus. He follows the lineage as postulated by Holinshed. This means that either Holinshed misinterpreted Geoffrey of Monmouth or that Holinshed actually had the original book which Geoffrey refers to in his introduction. The first option is the most probable option; if Holinshed did possess Geoffrey’s source, he surely would have mentioned clearly instead of referring to it vaguely.
	Holinshed then leaves the discussion for what it is and moves on to the narrative of the first chapter. He skips the soap opera that Geoffrey had made of the dealings of Brutus’ parents and grandparents and he leaves the prophesy of Brutus killing both his parents unsaid. We are not even told that Brutus’ mother dies in childbirth; in fact, Holinshed moves from the introduction of Brutus and his ancestors straight to the death of his father when Brutus is fifteen. Holinshed shows an inconsistency here: he says that Brutus’ grandfather, “whether the same was Posthumus, or his elder brother” grieved for his son Silvius, whereas Holinshed had noted before that Ascanius had a son named Silvius and Posthumus had a son named Julius. The narrative of this chapter, however, follows Geoffrey’s account, albeit in fewer words. Details such as conversations or battle tactics are left out and Geoffrey’s literary writing is reduced to a factual style. The only thing that is not summarized but taken literally from Geoffrey is Brutus’ letter to Pandrasus. Holinshed ends his first chapter with Brutus’ marriage to Ignoge, or Innogen, and his escape from Greece.
	The second chapter starts with Brutus asking the oracle where to go. Holinshed copies the prayer from Geoffrey of Monmouth and translates it into English. The reply of the goddess, or Brutus’ vision, is identical to Geoffrey’s text as well and again the storyline is consistent with Geoffrey’s account. The second chapter ends after Brutus meets Corineus when he goes ashore on the western side of the strait of Gibraltar.
	Chapter three of Holinshed’s account covers the dealings of the Trojans in Gaul and the battle with King Goffar, or Goffar(i)us, the Pict. Holinshed, unlike Geoffrey, provides some background information about the origins of the Picts, referring to Herodotus. Not surprisingly, Holinshed follows Geoffrey’s account again, leaving out the details of the battles. The chapter ends with Brutus sailing away from Gaul.




Firstly, I shall present the sources which I am going to use for the discussion of King Cnut. Therefore, I should determine which sources were used by Vergil and Holinshed. Denys Hay has presented us with an elaborate survey of Vergil’s sources. Vergil “depended mainly on Malmesbury, Huntingdon, Newburgh, Roger Hoveden and Matthew Paris” (Hay, 86) for the period of 800 to 1250. Holinshed documented his sources in a column beside the text, providing the reader with an excellent survey of his sources. Mostly he used William of Malmesbury, Henry of Huntingdon and the Encomium Emmae. 
I shall focus on two of these sources: Malmesbury and Huntingdon. I have chosen these two, as both are prominent sources for both Vergil and Holinshed. I shall begin with William of Malmesbury, since his work is the oldest of the two. Then I will discuss Henry of Huntingdon’s Historia Anglorum. After that the discussion of Vergil and Holinshed´s works will follow in the same manner and order as has been the case in the discussion of Brutus.

5.2.2 William of Malmesbury
Malmesbury mentions King Cnut for the first time when he is elected king by the Danes after his father´s death. The English, however, chose to invite King Aethelred back from Normandy.​[24]​ ​[25]​ The first thing King Aethelred did when he came back to England was to assemble an army to fight King Cnut. King Cnut, who was in Lindsey at that time, was “levying fresh troops and horses” (Malmesbury, 164) to launch an attack on his enemies before they could make preparations. King Cnut, however, was forced to flee back to Denmark, but not before removing the ears and noses, sometimes even the testicles, of his hostages. After that, the sea flood rose higher than usual, washing away many towns and drowning many people. This was all in 1014 according to Malmesbury.
	In the next year the Danes and English assembled a council. Two Danes, Sigeferd and Morcard, who were tricked by Edric, were sentenced to death for high treason. Malmesbury comments that the cause of their murder was “his unjustifiable desire for their property” (Malmesbury, 165).​[26]​ The dependents of the victims were also killed in a fire in the church when seeking revenge. The traces were removed by King Aethelred when the chancel was rebuilt. The wife of Sigeferd was brought to Malmesbury as a prisoner, but Prince Edmund, son of King Aethelred, travelled there and made her his wife.​[27]​ William says that Prince Edmund was “a young man of noble disposition, of great strength both of mind and person” (Malmesbury, 165) and hence was called Ironside.​[28]​
	Early the next year, 1016, King Cnut had become allies with the neighbouring Kings in Scandinavia. He summoned a large army and came to England, “determined to conquer or perish in the attempt” (Malmesbury, 166). He landed in Sandwich, pillaged and burned Kent and Wessex.​[29]​ Meanwhile, King Aethelred was lying sick at Cosham. Prince Edmund meant to oppose King Cnut, but that Edric thwarted his plans. So, Prince Edmund decided to set up his forces in safe places. Edric decided not to hide his allegiance any longer and deserted to King Cnut’s forces with forty ships. The people of Mercia tried to resist King Cnut, but they were helpless without Prince Edmund’s forces. King Cnut advanced into England and gained the allegiance of many villages. Prince Edmund, at the same time, decided to go into the country and get the neutral villages on his side, together with Uhtred, who lived north of the Humber. King Cnut, then, left Mercia in the care of the West-Saxons and proceeded to Northumbria. He depopulated the area and Uhtred was forced to surrender. He was put to death.
	Now King Cnut decided to pursue Prince Edmund. Before King Cnut could attack him in London, however, King Aethelred died. Prince Edmund was elected king immediately and he assembled a great force to counter the West Saxons who were attacking. While the English were retiring from a day’s battle, Edric started taunting them: “Fly, wretches! fly! behold, your king was killed by this sword!” (Malmesbury, 167). King Edmund replied by throwing a spear at him, but Edric managed to dodge it. The English had had the upper hand that day. The sentiments of the West Saxons changed and they acknowledged King Edmund as their king. King Edmund proceeded to London, where he slaughtered the last of his enemies.
	While King Edmund relaxed a little, King Cnut had gathered new forces and began to besiege London again. They were repulsed and avenged this by plundering and destroying Mercia. King Edmund stopped the plunderers, but when he was about to pursue the last plunderers, Edric stopped him. Edric was sent by King Cnut to pretend that he would betray King Cnut. Edric’s argument was that the Danes would leave the next day and that King Edmund should not attack them. Edric successfully misled King Edmund. The Danes could now reassemble and they started attacking East Anglia. King Edmund responded quickly and the Danes were forced to retreat again. Edric was again the first to flee. During this battle, Malmesbury says, “King Cnut gained the kingdom ; here the glory of England fell ; here the whole flower of the country withered” (Malmesbury, 168). 
King Edmund was forced to flee to Gloucester, where he reassembled his forces. King Cnut, however, was “not wanting in courage to pursue the fugitive” and so the two armies met. King Edmund then proposed to King Cnut that they alone fight, so that “two individuals might not, for the lust of dominion, be stained with the blood of so many subjects” (Malmesbury, 168). King Cnut refused; he said that his “courage was surpassing” (Malmesbury, 168), but that he would not fight so “bulky an antagonist” (Malmesbury, 168). King Cnut proposed, since both King Edmund and himself had “equal pretensions to the kingdom” (Malmesbury, 168) and since both their fathers had been king, that they divide the land. Both armies gladly accepted this proposal. King Edmund was moved by King Cnut’s proposal and made peace with him immediately. King Cnut received Mercia and King Edmund retained West Saxony. King Edmund died soon after this. Malmesbury presents King Edmund’s death as an accident: “by what mischance is not known” (Malmesbury, 168). He adds that Edric, who allegedly killed King Edmund to gain King Cnut’s favour, was blamed for King Edmund’s death by history. Malmesbury describes this story in a detailed and lively manner, but he regularly reminds the reader that it is no more than a story while he tells it.
After King Edmund’s death, Edric drove his full brother away from England, as commanded by King Cnut. He died in England, however, due to suffering at sea of both the body and the mind. King Edmund’s sons Edwy and Edward were sent to Sweden and to their death; they, however, were spared by the king of Sweden and sent to Hungary. King Edmund’s half-brothers by Queen Emma remained in Normandy. Duke Richard, Emma’s brother, made no effort to restore them to England. It is worth noting that Malmesbury, at this point, blames Richard for neglect or even treason: “I find that their [Edwy and Edward’s] uncle Richard took no steps to restore them to their country; on the contrary, he married his sister Emma to the enemy and invader” (Malmesbury, 169). I do not think that this is so much a statement about King Cnut as it is about Richard’s loyalty; Malmesbury has not been negative about King Cnut anywhere in the text. He does use the words ‘enemy’ and ‘invader’ for King Cnut, but that is only what he was to Richard, Emma and King Edmund’s half-brothers. Malmesbury’s point is that Richard marries his own sister to his enemy. 
King Cnut became king of England. He reigned for twenty years and, although he had not rightfully gained his kingship, he “conducted himself with great affability and firmness” (Malmesbury, 169). He divided the land into four parts; West Saxony became his, Mercia was given to Edric, East Anglia to Turkill and Northumbria to Iric. The first thing King Cnut wanted to do is punish King Edmund’s murderers, of whom he had confessions. They were executed publicly. Edric, of whom Malmesbury says that he cannot revile him enough, was caught for treason. According to Malmesbury, Edric said that he was responsible for King Edmund’s death to gain King Cnut’s favour. Instead, he gained King Cnut’s fury and was strangled to death. Turkill and Iric were banned from England for treason and so King Cnut had the entire country himself again.
King Cnut came to terms with the English and they were granted the same rights as the Danes. He repaired monasteries throughout England, which had been damaged or destroyed by his father and himself. He built new churches and appointed ministers to them, who could pray for all the people who died in those places. King Cnut also built a magnificent church over King Edmund’s grave.​[30]​ That church was considered the most magnificent church even up to Malmesbury’s time. Malmesbury notes that King Cnut attempted to atone for his former sins in the sight of God and that he at least succeeded in the sight of man. Emma suggested that he spend his wealth on good works and she continued to do so while King Cnut waged war on Sweden. He finally brought the hostile Swedes to peace and on his way back to England, he subdued Norway. 
After having reigned for fourteen years, King Cnut went to Rome. Malmesbury presents this as being very important; he incorporates King Cnut’s departing letter to the English. The wish to atone for his sins is elaborately discussed in this letter. He did so by financially supporting several churches in Rome. When he returned to England, he turned to matters of State. He subdued Scotland and he re-enacted all the laws instituted by the former kings, especially King Aethelred.
	King Cnut continued to support many churches during the rest of his lifetime, both English and foreign. Especially Chartres became rich by King Cnut’s donations. He died after having reigned for twenty years.

5.2.3 Henry of Huntingdon
Henry of Huntingdon’s story begins similar to William of Malmesbury’s. Up to Edric’s betrayal of Sigeferd and Morcard the chronicles are, in terms of events, chronological order, geography and dates, identical, including details such as King Cnut mutilating his prisoners and the high flood. There is only one difference: Edric is not introduced as a traitor by Henry.
After that, however, Henry’s account states that King Cnut had 160 ships, whereas Malmesbury does not mention a fleet at all. Edric’s submission to King Cnut and the forty ships Edric took with him are mentioned in both chronicles. Henry chooses other places to mark King Cnut’s progress; whereas Malmesbury uses counties, Kent and West Saxony, Henry notes that, “[p]roceeding into Cricklade, they destroyed Warwickshire by fire and sword”. Furthermore, in Henry’s account, King Aethelred was alive and well when King Cnut invaded. According to Malmesbury, however, King Aethelred was already sick. Thus, in Henry’s version, it is King Aethelred and not Prince Edmund who opposed King Cnut. It is, then, also King Aethelred who retreats to London in fear of traitors.
From here onwards it is Prince Edmund who takes action. He goes to Uhtred in Northumbria, and from here onwards Henry’s account is again similar to Malmesbury’s in terms of events. The geographical names the two historiographers use to indicate the progress of King Cnut and Prince Edmund, however, differ. Again Henry is more specific: Prince Edmund plundered Staffordshire, Shrewsbury and Leicester, while King Cnut went through Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire, Huntingdonshire, Stamford, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Northumbria and then towards York. Malmesbury mentions only that they went through the country. Furthermore, Henry clearly states that Prince Edmund plundered the villages, whereas Malmesbury says that King Edmund merely went to the villages that were in doubt to get them on his side. In both narratives, Uhtred returns to Northumbria when King Cnut attacks it and surrenders to him.
Henry and William agree that King Cnut attacked after Easter that year and that King Aethelred died before the enemy arrived. Furthermore, both Henry and William note that Prince Edmund is chosen king and that he was called Ironside. They also agree on the reason behind his name.
In both Chronicles the war between King Edmund and King Cnut begins here. Henry and William agree on the locations of the battles. The four battles that take place in both chronicles were at Penselwood near Gillingham, Sherston, London and Brentford. Henry does not, as Malmesbury does, describe the battles in detail; he merely sums them up. After these four battles Edric misled King Edmund, under command of King Cnut. The events that precede the fifth battle at Aylesford are the same. This battle is, unlike the other battles, described in detail by Henry. Here Huntingdon deviates from Malmesbury: whereas Malmesbury wrote that Edric taunted the English in the first battle, Henry has him do it in this battle. Malmesbury does not even mention this battle; in his chronicle, the fifth battle is the final battle. Henry of Huntingdon’s sixth battle at Ashingdon is the pre-final battle. The course of the final battle, which takes place at Gloucestershire, then, is roughly the same as Malmesbury’s final battle: both armies stand and watch while King Cnut and King Edmund settle their differences themselves. The outcome is also the same: the land is divided between them. The battle itself, however, is different. Henry notes that the armies of both kings suggested that the two kings fight each other, whereas it was King Edmund’s idea according to Malmesbury. Furthermore, Henry records that the two kings actually fight, after which King Cnut realises that King Edmund is an admirable foe and suggests to settle their differences peacefully. Malmesbury, on the other hand,  says that King Cnut immediately declines the challenge and proposes a peaceful solution.
A few days after the two kings had made peace, King Edmund died. Malmesbury had noted that a treacherous murder by Edric was only ascribed to him by legend, but Henry is clearly of the opinion that this actually happened. The murder itself is described similarly by both authors. Edric confessed this murder to King Cnut to gain his favour and was rewarded by being executed. Whereas Malmesbury had said that Edric was strangled, Henry says that he was beheaded and that his head was fixed on a stake.
Henry’s account continues with King Cnut marrying Emma. Nothing is said of King Edmund’s relatives, nor is anything said about Richard, Emma’s brother. By this time he had already divided the land among himself, Edric, whom he had executed also before marrying Emma, Turkill and Iric. In Malmesbury’s version, King Cnut did all this after he had married Emma. After his marriage, King Cnut decided to exile Turkill and Iric.
Henry does not pay any attention to King Cnut’s religious acts in England; he does not mention him repairing or building churches at all. King Cnut’s Scandinavian expeditions, however, are told, albeit in less detail, in correspondence with Malmesbury’s account. His journey to Rome to atone for his sins, is described in equal detail as and without deviation from Malmesbury’s work. The conquest of Scotland is also mentioned by Henry. Henry’s account ends shortly after this: in agreement with Malmesbury, King Cnut died after having reigned for twenty years.

5.2.4 Polydore Vergil
Vergil mentions King Cnut for the first time after Sweyn’s decease. Vergil tells the same story as Henry of Huntingdon and William of Malmesbury up to King Cnut’s retreat from Sandwich. The details of the story, however, differ. King Cnut is introduced as “a yownge man of gooddlie disposition, and well affected towards the relligion of Christe” (Vergil, 257). Malmesbury and Huntingdon had not mentioned this, but they had not mentioned the opposite either. It is striking that Vergil should mention this to the readers. Furthermore, Vergil, when explaining the reason for King Aethelred’s return to England, emphasises the hatred of the English people towards the Danes, whereas both Huntingdon and Malmesbury had simply said that the English wanted King Aethelred back. The other details, such as King Cnut’s treatment of his hostages at Sandwich, are identical to those in both Malmesbury and Huntingdon.
	Vergil then writes that King Cnut went back to Denmark, suppressed the rebellious Swedes and intended to conquer Norway. King Cnut, still thinking about his war in England and realising that fighting too many battles at once would cause his downfall, refrained from conquering Norway and decided to do this some other time.  Neither Malmesbury nor Huntingdon pointed out that King Cnut was planning his campaigns. Meanwhile in England, King Aethelred was slacking and did not assemble an army to defend himself against King Cnut. Instead, he took his revenge on the Danes in England. Again Vergil points out a nuance that both Huntingdon and Malmesbury had not; that King Aethelred could have defended England, had he not slacked.
	Vergil continues with Edric falsely accusing Sigeferd and Morcard of treason and their execution. Prince Edmund married Sigeferd’s wife, but Vergil suggests that he was having an affair with her already. Vergil depicts King Edmund as a sinner, whereas Malmesbury and Huntingdon had done the opposite; they had said that this marriage was a noble act of Prince Edmund and they had not mentioned an affair at all. When King Cnut heard of all this, he was enraged and quickly returned to England. We had not seen this rage in Malmesbury’s or Huntingdon’s account.
	Vergil follows Malmesbury’s account when describing King Cnut’s invasion; Vergil uses the same geographical names when showing King Cnut’s progress and, as in Malmesbury’s account, King Aethelred had already fallen ill. The entire account of the first battle is consistent with Malmesbury’s chronicle, save for one detail; King Aethelred partly recovered and marched on King Cnut. Strangely enough, nothing happened, because King Aethelred’s condition became even worse when he heard what King Cnut had already done. King Aethelred returned to London. The other matters such as Edric’s bad advice and betrayal up to the death of Uhtred are consistent with Malmesbury’s chronicle.
	After Uhtred’s death, Prince Edmund retreated to London to his father. Vergil remarks that King Cnut fortified Northumberland and returned to his naval forces on the Kentish coast. This is from Huntingdon’s chronicle, who had stated that King Cnut possessed a fleet of 160 ships. King Aethelred then dies of his illness. Vergil inserts two pages dealing with the saints and archbishops of England who had consecrated kings here. This was not taken from Henry of Huntingdon or William of Malmesbury. After that he continues with Prince Edmund; he was proclaimed king after his father’s decease by the Londoners. Although King Edmund is generally known as King Edmund Ironside, and most chronicles actually give him this name, Vergil does not mention it. Meanwhile, in the north, King Cnut was elected, “partlie for beastlie feare, partlie for the fanatike desire of fonde novelties” (Vergil, 264). Malmesbury and Huntingdon had said that the people of the northern counties elected King Cnut because they were Danes and that all the English chose King Edmund; Vergil, however, notes that the English were not undivided in their choice. The result of this is that King Cnut is actually presented as less of an invader than he was in Malmesbury’s or Huntingdon’s account.
	The battles began, according to Vergil, with King Edmund’s army forcing the Danes to flee from Gloucester and Bristol. This is consistent with Malmesbury’s chronicle, who says that King Edmund subjected West Saxony. Vergil´s narrative in terms of number of battles and order of battles follows Malmesbury’s chronicle from here onwards; it is in the following battle that Edric cries out that King Edmund is dead. There are some differences, however: King Cnut used his navy regularly according to Vergil and Vergil uses other geographical names; Salisbury, Rochester.
	The final battle was supposed to take place on the banks of the river Severne. In Malmesbury it had been King Edmund who prevented a battle, in Huntingdon’s story it had been the soldiers on both sides, but Vergil provides the reader with two options. The first is that before the battle actually began, Edric decided that the King Cnut and King Edmund should talk, because “it was noe lesse conducible to the Englishe parte then to the Danes” (Vergil, 269). Vergil, unlike his sources, notes that Edric actually changed from a villainous man into an honest one. King Edmund and King Cnut managed to work out their differences peacefully. King Cnut got Mercia and King Edmund ‘the west’. The second option suggests that a captain, who was confused concerning his allegiance, uttered a long speech, saying roughly that the two kings had fought enough and that it was useless to continue fighting. It is that same captain who suggests that the land should be divided amongst King Edmund and King Cnut or that they themselves should fight each other. Holinshed seems to prefer the second option, since that is the basis for the rest of his account.
Following Henry of Huntingdon´s account, the two kings did battle. However, Vergil says that they were equal for a long time, but that towards the end King Edmund gained the upper hand. King Cnut then decided to make propose a peaceful solution. King Edmund, then, made peace with King Cnut and the land was divided between them.
Vergil does not state how King Edmund died; rather, he provides three options. The first is that King Edmund was killed by Edric’s son, the second that he was murdered by Edric himself and the third that he fell ill and died. Vergil does, however, note that Edric was involved no matter which of the three it was. Vergil does not take a position concerning Edric’s punishment either; he says that either King Cnut was enraged and punished Edric, or that he loved Edric so much that he promoted him. Vergil switches to a new source here, the Saxo Grammaticus’ Gesta Danorum, from which he concludes that, either way, King Cnut always denied his involvement with King Edmund’s death.​[31]​
Following Malmesbury, Vergil continues with King Cnut becoming king of England and having King Edmund’s offspring banished. Then King Cnut marries Emma, but not, as Malmesbury had suggested, because Richard of Normandy had suggested so, but rather because King Cnut needed a proper heir.​[32]​ Following his marriage, he divided the land between in the same manner as had been described by Malmesbury and Huntingdon. He finally “promulged manie goodlie and howlsom lawse” and ensured that the kingdom was “garnished with civil behaviour” (Vergil, 273) before he left to Denmark to take care of the Norwegians. Not only did he defend Denmark, he also concuered Norway. Now that the English, whom King Cnut had brought to fight with him, had proved their loyalty to King Cnut, the king returned to England and reinstated their rights to the same level as the Danes in England. Vergil uses Malmesbury’s account, then, as a basis for King Cnut’s divine works in England, as Henry had not discussed them. After King Cnut had finished his work in England, he went to Rome. Vergil only mentions this; he does not discuss this journey in detail, which both Malmesbury and Huntingdon had done.
Vergil then describes exactly how and why King Cnut converted to Christianity; something that Huntingdon and Malmesbury had not done. He notes that King Cnut was converted “a littell beefore his deathe”  (Vergil, 276), whereas the other two historiographers had implied that he converted upon his coronation. After this account of King Cnut’s conversion, Vergil wraps things up: King Cnut died in the twentieth year of his reign.

5.2.5 Raphael Holinshed
Holinshed’s narrative about King Cnut begins when Sweyn dies. It follows Malmesbury’s and Huntingdon’s account up to King Cnut’s first departure from England. It includes details such as the maltreatment of the hostages. Holinshed continues with Malmesbury’s version of the betrayal of Sigeferd and Morcard, including the episode of Prince Edmund’s marriage and follows Malmesbury up to King Cnut’s return to England. King Cnut’s return to England, however, includes references to a naval force, which is consistent with Henry of Huntingdon’s account. As for the following, Holinshed follows Huntingdon; while King Aethelred fell ill, King Cnut advanced into England according to Huntingdon’s description. Prince Edmund followed Henry of Huntingdon’s route also, but nothing is said of him actually plundering villages. We find that King Cnut invades Northumbria, subdues it and murders its earl Uhtred, while Prince Edmund retreats to London to be with his father. Upon hearing this, King Cnut takes his ships and prepares his forces to besiege London. Then, King Aethelred dies.
	Two things may have happened according to Holinshed.​[33]​ The first is that Prince Edmund is elected king by the Londoners, “hauing the assistance of some lords” (Holinshed, 721), but “the more part, speciallie those of the spiritualtie fauoured King Cnute, because they had aforetime sworne fealtie to his father” (Holinshed, 721). This is neither from Huntingdon nor Malmesbury and it cannot be found in Vergil either. The same is true for King Cnut’s invasion of London; whereas he was received with open arms in London, King Edmund and his army had already left the day before. King Cnut, having no faith in the Londoners’ loyalty, left and King Edmund came back.
	The second possibility is that Prince Edmund was officially crowned king by the Archbishop of York, whereas King Cnut was crowned in Southampton by the nobles and clergy there.​[34]​ Only after that King Cnut besieges London and, moreover, he does not enter the city at all; it is defended well by its citizens and King Cnut is forced to retreat. This second version is similar to the accounts we have encountered earlier.
	The sequence of battles is described next. Holinshed discards Malmesbury’s sequence and follows Huntingdon’s: the battles take place at Gillingham, Sherston, London, Brentford, Okeford, Ashingdon and Gloucestershire.​[35]​ ​[36]​ The only battle that does not match Henry of Huntingdon´s sequence is the one at Okeford. Of the four Okefords that exist there is not one close enough to Aylesford to be used as a different reference to roughly the same place. The events that occur in and during the battles do not correspond with either Huntingdon´s or Malmesbury’s account; Edric taunts the English during the second battle at Sherston.​[37]​ Holinshed does link Edric’s deception of King Edmund and his ill advise not to pursue King Cnut to the same battles as Huntingdon does. The decease of all the nobles is described in far more detail than Henry had done, but it takes place during the same battle. Holinshed’s description of the final battle is similar to that of Polydore Vergil and not that of Huntingdon and Malmesbury. Holinshed gives the same two options as Vergil and expresses the same doubts about whose idea it was to have the two kings fight. Moreover, Holinshed agrees with Vergil that King Cnut proposed to divide the land between them when he saw that King Edmund had the upper hand. Holinshed, however, provides the reader with another end of the battle; that of Malmesbury. Holinshed finally decides to give credit to the Encomium Emmae, which says that the two kings never fought, but that King Edmund offered King Cnut peace right after the battle of Ashingdon, which King Cnut accepted immediately.​[38]​
	After the division of the country, King Edmund died. Holinshed discusses the circumstances surrounding his death elaborately. He notes that the opinion of other writers vary; either King Edmund was slain by some envious person, which would either be Edric or Edric’s son. This corresponds with Malmesbury’s chronicle, who had proposed the same. Holinshed then follows Huntingdon when he speaks of Edric’s report to King Cnut, after which King Cnut punished him for his treason by putting his head on a stake. Holinshed, however, presents the story of the Encomium Emmae as the truth; King Edmund died of a disease, because God could not let one country be ruled by two kings. He ends the discussion by saying that there are so many fables and varying accounts that he lets “the residue of their reports passe” (Holinshed, 726).
	As in the accounts I have already discussed, King Cnut becomes the sole king of England and divides the land among his nobles. The names and counties do not deviate from the source material. Then Holinshed follows Malmesbury concerning King Edmund’s relatives: Edwin, brother of King Edmund, was murdered and King Edmund’s two sons were banished to Norway, from whence they were sent on to Hungary. Holinshed follows Malmesbury up to King Cnut’s marriage to Emma. Holinshed, however, is more factual about the matter and thus less accusing towards Richard. Holinshed does note that many people were surprised, but he does not call King Cnut a traitor and invader.
	Holinshed inserts a page that deals with the covenants King Cnut had made concerning the heir to the throne. This is taken from the Encomium Emmae. After this Holinshed presents Edric’s death and the banishing of the other earls. This account is the same as in Malmesbury’s chronicle.





6: Conclusion & Discussion
6.1 Conclusion
6.1.1 Geoffrey of Monmouth
As compared to Geoffrey of Monmouth’s style and attitude towards historiography, Vergil’s are much more that of a scholar as we define the term nowadays. Vergil was very critical of his sources: for instance, he looked up to Gildas who did not write anything about British history before the Norman Conquest, because he did not have the proper sources. He also argues that Monmouth’s account cannot be backed up by any piece of evidence whatsoever, because of which he labels Geoffrey a liar. His attitude towards history is that it  should be reliable; and that written history is only reliable when it is backed up by original documentation. This attitude is also visible in Vergil’s style: compared to Geoffrey of Monmouth’s style it is not literary, but factual. In general we can say that Polydore Vergil disagrees with Geoffrey of Monmouth in terms of chronology and narrative; he discards the account of Brutus as a fable or a lie made up to glorify the British. He also disagrees with Monmouth’s method of conducting historical research.
Raphael Holinshed is more like a modern day scholar than Geoffrey of Monmouth, but less so than Polydore Vergil: on the one hand he uses many different sources to back up his accounts, but on the other hand he is hardly critical of his sources. Holinshed literally says that he shall not doubt his source, whereas a modern day scholar would always doubt his or her source material. He also employs a limited amount and variety of sources. It seems that Holinshed selected his sources based on agreement with his own, or rather, Geoffrey of Monmouth’s, ideas. This is not at all like Polydore Vergil, who used a variety of sources and evaluated those sources. The scholarly aspect of Holinshed’s work, then, is reflected in his writing style. It is well structured, well documented and factual rather than literary, as opposed to Geoffrey of Monmouth’s work, which was more literary than factual, messy at times and not documented, save for the reference in his introduction. Holinshed, for example, divided his chronicle into chapters; a tool that Geoffrey of Monmouth had not employed.  Each chapter covers a journey from one point to another, preceded by a summary of that chapter. Geoffrey’s account is one uninterrupted lengthy account. Overall, Holinshed does agree with Geoffrey concerning the storyline, except for one detail of Brutus’ lineage.

6.1.2 William of Malmesbury
According to Denys Hay (1952),  Polydore Vergil used William of Malmesbury extensively for the period 800-1200. The episode about King Cnut shows that many elements from Malmesbury’s writing did indeed find their way into Vergil’s work, but it also shows that Vergil did not take all details from Malmesbury. Although Vergil mostly followed Malmesbury’s account, he deviated considerably when the final battle between King Edmund and King Cnut is fought. He also provides more than one option whenever he describes mysterious circumstances. Usually at least one of these options is one that Malmesbury had also proposed. Although Vergil largely agrees with Malmesbury in terms of chronology and events that had taken place, he shows a different view on the characters in the story. Whereas Malmesbury had been negative about King Cnut in the beginning of his narrative, Vergil had stated that King Cnut was already a noble prince before he meddled in British affairs. Furthermore, whereas Malmesbury had depicted Prince or King Edmund Ironside as a flawless, noble hero, Vergil indicated that he was not at all flawless. In general Vergil was true to his source concerning chronology, but not concerning bias and opinions.
	Holinshed used Malmesbury to some extent, but did not follow his account completely. He follows Malmesbury up to Cnut’s return to England, but leaves Malmesbury’s chronicle after this, not to return to Malmesbury’s work until the final battle between King Cnut and King Edmund. Holinshed tells Malmesbury’s story, but he does not agree with Malmesbury; instead, he chooses another source as his guideline and he does the same with the matters concerning King Edmund’s death. The first instance after Cnut’s return to England in which Holinshed agrees with Malmesbury is when he speaks of King Edmund’s relatives after Edmund’s death. From here Holinshed follows Malmesbury up to Cnut’s expedition to Scandinavia. Here he leaves Malmesbury’s account again, not to return to it. When evaluating Holinshed’s chronicle, I am inclined to say that he used Malmesbury and agreed with him on a few points, but that he actually disagreed with him about the most crucial parts.

6.1.3 Henry of Huntingdon
Polydore Vergil noted in the early pages of his chronicle that he admired Henry of Huntingdon as a historiographer. Denys Hay comments that Vergil used Huntingdon for the same period as he used Malmesbury. He did not deviate from Malmesbury often, but wherever he did, he did not automatically use Huntingdon. There are two instances that are taken from Huntingdon’s account: crucial in the storyline is the description of the final battle between King Cnut and King Edmund, less crucial is King Cnut’s possession of a fleet. I can only conclude that Vergil did not use Henry of Huntingdon extensively for his version of Cnut, but he did not necessarily disagree with Huntingdon when he used the narrative.	Holinshed partly followed Huntingdon’s account. Huntingdon’s geography of the battles between King Cnut and King Edmund, for instance, is left almost intact. What happens in those battles, however, is not consistent with Huntingdon’s account. The events of the final battle, for instance, are consistent with Vergil’s chronicle. Not much else is taken from Huntingdon’s account, except for the fleet that King Cnut supposedly had. In general, Holinshed preferred other histories and only used Huntingdon’s account for statistics. When he does use his history, he agrees with Huntingdon.
The main question I asked when I began writing this essay was to what extent Vergil and Holinshed agreed or disagreed with their medieval sources. I conclude that Holinshed mostly agreed with the sources that he used, whereas Vergil does not always agree with his sources. 
	
6.2 Evaluation
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^1	  The information give here is taken from ‘The Oxford Illustrated History of Britain’.
^2	  The introductory information about Polydore Vergil and his works is taken from the introduction by Denys Hay to his edition of the Anglica Historia A.D. 1485-1537.
^3	  Cardinal Adriano Castelli or Adriano of Corneto. Sent to England in 1488, called home when James III died, but chose to remain in England to serve Henry VII.
^4	  Institute in England before the reformation that acquired Money for the Vatican. 
^5	  Cardinal Wolsey became the prime minister of Henry VIII, but he was compomised extremely when Henry reformed the Church.
^6	  The information about Holinshed and his Chronicles is taken from Vernon Snow’s introduction to the 1975 edition.
^7	  Wolfe wasborn in the Netherlands. He came to England around 1530. He was a Protestant printer and one of the original members of the Royal Stationers' Company. 
^8	  John Leland was an antiquary. During his life he wrote manuscripts varying from Greek poems to social history. He is known as the grandfather of English History. His notes have survived and are now in the Bodleian Library.
^9	  William Harrison was the Chaplain of Lord Cobham and later became the Rector of Radwinter in Essex and Canon of Windsor. He held positions in religious institutions.
^10	  Richard Stanyhurst, born in Dublin, was a historian and a writer. He had studied law in Oxford. He was a Protestant in Britain, but he turned Catholic when he left for the low countries after the death of his wife. 
^11	  A clergyman and a historian. He wrote several historical plays, but more importantly, he created a chronological catalogue of British authors and their works.
^12	  John Foxe is most famous for his work Foxe’s Book of Martyrs. It is an English Protestant book about the persecution of the Protestants.
^13	  An Elizabethan author who also wrote about political issues. He was fierce protestant.
^14	  A 16th century editor and translator and also a Protestant.
^15	  An English Historian and Antiquarian. Known best for his edition of Chaucer’s works and the Summarie of Englyshe Chronicles
^16	  During Holinshed’s life, Thynne was still only an antiquary, but by the time of his death in 1608 he had received several special titles.
^17	  The Historia Brittonum was first ascribed to Gildas. Some manuscripts mention him as the author, others are anonymous. David Dumville’s studies have shown that it was ascribed to Nennius in the tenth century.
^18	  The flood in the Bible, which only Noah and his family survived.
^19	  Holinshed refers to the unknown author of the ancient book that, according to Geoffrey of Monmouth himself, he had received from Walter the Archdeacon. The ancient book has never been found and if it ever existed, it now only exists in Geoffrey’s Historia. What Holinshed says, in fact, is that Geoffrey is his source. 
^20	  A historiographer who is famous for his Florentine history and writings about the feud between the Guelphs and the Ghibbelines. Born ca. 1277, died 1348.
^21	  Priam was the king of Troy during the Trojan War.
^22	  Brutus labels her “terror of the forest glades, yet hope of the wild woodlands” (Monmouth, 65). Diana was known for her unforgiving nature towards her (female virgin) followers and the men that tried to get a glance of Diana when she was bathing in the forest. He also says  that she has “the power to go in orbit through the airy heavens and the halls of Hell” (Monmouth, 65). Diana represented the moon, as her brother Apollo represented the sun. 
^23	  The Horn of Britain, as Geoffrey translates for the reader.
^24	  King Sweyn, or Suane as spelled by Malmesbury. Malmesbury depicted him as a cruel, barbarous pagan. 
^25	  The English King. He fled to Normandy when Sweyn invaded England.
^26	  Malmesbury introduces him as ‘traitor Edric’.
^27	  Malmesbury notes that Edmund was not Emma’s son, but someone else’s, “whom fame has lost in obscurity” (Malmesbury, 165).
^28	  Malmesbury’s spelling is “Ireneside”.
^29	  Malmesbury used the full name ‘West Saxony’
^30	  Glastonbury Abbey at Somerset. Edmund’s tomb was lost during the Henrician dissolution of the monasteries. Today only ruins remain.
^31	  Saxo Grammaticus was a Danish historian who lived approximately from 1150-1220. He was the main source for many versions of Hamlet, including Shakespeare’s.
^32	  According to Vergil, King Cnut only had two illegitimate children: Haraldus and Sweno.
^33	  Holinshed literally says “some write, that…’.
^34	  Holinshed doesn’t say “some write, that…” here; he presents it as the truth.
^35	  Spelled “Scorastan” in Holinshed’s Chronicle
^36	  According to Holinshed spelled as either Okeford of Oteford.
^37	  By shouting that King Edmund is dead
^38	  Holinshed states this explicitly. Where, anywhere further in the text, I refer to the Encomium Emmae, it is only because Holinshed explicitly states it.
^39	  Tolls at roads and bridges for all citizens and English archbishops’ fees for Rome.
